
Tony ParlapianopopMATICS — Units 
How inspired can we get introducing the groups of black keys?! Units is a 
collection of landmarks, concepts, and creative activities that provides piano 
students with the confidence to produce beautiful sounds using the full range 
of their instruments. Units prioritizes the recognition of shapes, patterns, and 
sounds before introducing letter names, encourages curiosity, and expands the 
imagination through various forms of alternative notation. 

Sunday July 17
2:00pm-2:50pm

Let’s Make Something Up! 
Many teachers are intimidated with improvisation. They don’t know how to 
teach it, and sometimes can’t even do it! Using video clips, live 
demonstrations, and audience volunteers, I show you, step-by-step, how to 
improvise and how to teach it! We use pentatonic, blues, rock, modal, 
various World scales, and even circus music! This session guarantees you will 
not only be convinced to teach improv, you will also be equipped to do so!

3:00pm-3:50pm

Wiggle Room 
 21-st century teaching requires teachers to both honor our traditions 
through adaptation and bravely implementing never-tried-before processes.  
Affectionately titled “Wiggle Room,” this session will show you how I handle 
the wiggles, what it means for young students to lead the lesson, why a 45-
min lesson is now the standard lesson for all students in my studio, and 
many other traditional lesson adaptations. 

4:00pm-4:50pm

From Scratch! — Teaching Demonstration 
The best way to learn how to compose is to just do it! In this teaching 
demonstration, Chris will show how to make a composition from scratch, on 
the spot. Nothing has been planned beforehand, other than who is 
participating, so it’s a mystery what kind of music you’ll hear. Chris will 
loosely follow a 5-step composing process to help make new music come to 
life before your very own eyes!

5:00pm-5:50pm

Dinner (VIP or on your own)6:00pm

Clinton Pratt

Michael Richey

Christopher Oill

(Sunday continues on next page. . . )



The Sound of Silents 
In this session, you will learn how to choose musical selections 
and sound effects for silent films and how to do this with your 
students! There will be a live demonstration and a chance for a 
few volunteers to improvise during scenes from a Buster Keaton 
film. We all need a little more laughter in these times, and it is a 
joy to add your own personal touch with films from 100 years ago! 

8:00pm-8:50pm

Monday July 18

Move Together, Grow Together 
Do your students struggle with rhythm, phrasing, or listening? Instead of a 
lecture, we get rid of the chairs and participate physically! Using rhythmic 
games, songs, gestures, quick reaction, and echo drills that involve the 
whole body, teachers will learn how to customize activities for each student 
or group, keeping them focused, and engaged. This session is based on 
Dalcroze Eurhythmics: an experiential way of knowing music through the 
body.

9:00am-9:50am

Monotone No More 
Playing “by ear” is super fun, and especially useful for making arrangements 
and improvising, but for students who can barely sing in tune, this skill 
seems like a faraway dream, and for students who somewhat “have it,” the 
skill can be tricky to develop. In this session, you’ll learn a plethora of 
innovative exercises, tips, and tricks that I use in my own teaching, to form 
awesome listeners. Come prepared to sing!

10:00am-10:50am

Let’s Get Lyrical 
Although students gain much benefit from working on songwriting, piano 
teachers may feel out of their element with the lyric writing process. This 
presentation will explore teaching lyric-writing. The presentation will work 
through various possible ways of getting children and teenagers to create 
lyrics to go along with their original songs. 

11:00am-11:50am

popMATICS — Area 51 
Many students are eager to play chords and sing their favorite pop songs 
before they can do so comfortably. Area 5(1) dodges the physical barriers 
that make it challenging to navigate chord changes and provides students 
with an accessible and satisfying way to achieve their desired result. Area 
5(1) emphasizes the importance of bass lines and, through three stages, 
establishes a solid foundation to continue developing a more comprehensive 
understanding of functional harmony. 

1:00pm-1:50pm

Catered Lunch (together on location)12:00pm

John & Laura Allnutt
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Tony Parlapiano



popMATICS — Anchors & Cradles 
Newton's cradle is a device that demonstrates the conservation of energy 
and doubles as an office desk toy intended to relieve stress. However, it can 
also triple as a creative tool to show the smallest amount of change between 
diatonic chords while uncovering the numeric sequence that reveals the 
Circle of Triads. This presentation provides an innovative and efficient take 
on the relationship between chords and their inversions.

2:00pm-2:50pm

Break/Discussion/Mingle3:00pm

The Creative Concierge 
Impacting a student begins by connecting to the music they love. Learn how 
to draw out their interests, equip them with the tools to play what they 
desire, and guide them on their musical journey to their goals. Discussion, 
audience participation, video clips and graphics are all part of this session 
to help you become a successful creative concierge!

3:30pm-4:20pm

Move Together, Grow Together (Part 2) 
Get rid of those chairs again and expand on the activities and concepts from 
part 1! You’ll see there are endless ways to use the body’s innate sense to 
experience and understand music. Concepts can be as difficult or easy as you 
need, making this philosophy adaptable to almost any situation! I guarantee 
you will be inspired to try some of these activities with your students!

4:30pm-5:20pm

Dinner Break5:30pm

Showcase and Share 
Come for a night of exciting music, written and arranged by us! 
You’ll hear refreshing original pedagogical works for all ages 
and levels, and arrangements of popular tunes as  well. We 
know your students will love them because our students did! 
Throughout the show, we’ll share personal stories about each 
piece and tips on how you can use them in your teaching. Some 
of the pieces are wild, so prepare to be blown away!

7:30-8:20pm

Jam Session 
Put some of the ideas you’ve learned to use! This causal, laid-back “jam 
session” is a fun time to make music with each other. No pressure to 
participate, but we hope you will jump in!

8:30pm - ?
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Tuesday July 19

popMATICS — #System Essentials  
Have you heard about the four chords of pop? You can do more with less. 
Explore the Primary Chord Scale and uncover the 9 most common chords 
that make up 90% of what we hear in 90% of pop songs. Discover the benefits 
of utilizing number systems, stacks, and variants to explain the math behind 
the music and better understand the emotional response music evokes and 
how to inspire those feelings in our playing.

9:00am-9:50am Tony Parlapiano

Dressing Up a Little Lamb 
Interpretation: the magic ingredient that transforms “Mary Had a Little Lamb” 
from dud to masterpiece, but also a word that seems mysterious and 
unquantifiable. In this session you’ll get a fresh take on the concept of 
“interpretation,” made super clear through easy pieces as examples. I will 
break it down into three main categories, and attendees will be used as 
example students, so I can demonstrate teaching the concepts in real-time.

10:00am-10:50am Christopher Oill

Captain Hook’s Set List 
There’s an amazing amount of piano repertoire out there at all levels for you 
and your students to explore that’s just for one hand. Whether you do it for 
technique improvement, a fun break from "regular" music, or even out of 
necessity (e.g. broken arm), there’s a lot to be gained from study of this 
repertoire. Come learn some fun new repertoire and why everyone should 
have one-hand pieces handy!

11:00am-11:25am Kassandra Weleck

Creative Mindset — A Student Perspective 
The best strategies for creative piano teaching will only work if you have a 
“creative mindset.” Some of us have this naturally, but many do not. Less 
than five years ago, I struggled with this myself. Today, I’ve learned to 
embrace creative piano playing. I’ll share tips and pitfalls from my journey as 
a student to help you embrace the creative mindset with your students and 
for yourself as well.

11:30am-11:55am Angela Senicz

Lunch12:00pm

Teaching Demonstration 
Watch Clinton interact with a student. There’s sure to be some improv, 
Dalcroze Eurhythmics, more questions than answers, and much of the 
unknown! There will time for discussion and Q&A as well. 

1:00pm-1:50pm Clinton Pratt

Q & A, and Closing2:00pm-2:50pm



Christopher Oill 
is an internationally renowned composer, pianist, 
and pedagogue with a Masters in Performance and 
Pedagogy. He composes for FJH, assists in 
production for the Faber Piano Adventures, and 
owns the Oill Piano Universe. Chris creates 
compositions for his students and for the 
community at large. He also coaches teachers on 
how to compose and how to teach composition!

Featured Presenters

Tony Parlapiano 
is a piano instructor and creator of popMATICS, a 
unique concept-based music curriculum. Tony 
resides in Massachusetts and carries a copy of his 
birth certificate to prove that’s his real name! Tony 
never took piano lessons as a child! His unique 
perspective allows him to relate to today's student. 
He prides himself at being the "penultimate stop for 
students with a one-way ticket to never playing the 
piano again!”

Clinton Pratt 
owns a multi-teacher piano studio in Cincinnati 
Ohio, is an RCM Examiner, serves on several boards 
and committees, and has presented over 40 teacher 
workshops at local, state, and national conferences. 

Clinton can't get enough of outside-the-box 
approaches and constantly uses improvisation, 
Dalcroze Eurhythmics, games, and creative "recitals" 
in his studio.



Michael Richey 
owns Tennessee Music Academy, a 
travel studio offering lessons to 
students in Nashville, TN and 
surrounding communities.  Michael 
continues to study the Alexander 
Technique with Ms. Sally Ahner and is 
an active member of the American 
Eurhythmics Society (AES) where he is 
pursuing certification.

John Allnutt 
has been an active educator and 
performer in the Bluegrass region of 
Kentucky since 2008. His instruments 
are percussion, ukulele, and guitar. He 
released his first book about 
improvising on the ukulele in March 
2022. John’s YouTube channel, John’s 
Ukulele Cafe, has many tutorials and 
covers of popular songs.

Joellyn Andrews 
teaches piano online out of her home in 
Ijamsville, MD. She helps kids and 
adults convert music they love into 
music they can play! She likes roller 
skating, taking the musical Hamilton a 
bit too seriously and posing as a lo-fi 
Hip hop artist.  

Ben Kapilow 
is the Resident Music Director for 
the Media Theatre for the 
Performing Arts. He also hosts 
an interview podcast aimed at 
piano teachers called "All Keyed 
Up". He has been featured on 
the TopCast Podcast, Piano 
Pantry Podcast, and the Piano 
Parent Podcast.

Guest Presenters

Laura Allnutt 
is a piano teaching artist in 
Richmond, KY and operates 
Allnutts4music Studio with her 
husband, John.  She teaches 
students how to read, play by 
ear, and chord along with their 
favorite songs. Her favorite 
musical activity is scoring live 
music for silent films. 

Angela Senicz 
gradually transitioned from 
being a classical pianist limited 
to reading sheet music to being 
a creative pianist who arranges 
songs, records original music, 
and plays in a band. In addition 
to teaching piano part-time, she 
also teaches learning sciences 
and facilitation skills to adults in  

                    the corporate sphere.

Kassandra Weleck 
is an adjunct instructor of music at 
Pima Community College and teaches 
at her studio in Tucson, Arizona. She 
has a BM and MM in piano 
performance/pedagogy, and has 
taught piano for 25 years. Kassandra 
serves as MTNA Southwest Division 
Director-elect and Arizona’s 
Immediate Past President.
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